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Abstract: A virtual Drawing Board which is a computer- based vision system which is used to draw on screen by detecting the 
motion of index finger with the camera. The idea of making a software using AI in python, useful in online teaching, presenting 
presentations and in various other industries. In present condition online teaching has become an alternate mode of teaching via 
online meets, without using any external devices for drawing or writing on screen one can use Virtual Drawing Board just by 
opening their camera and using index finger with its motion they can draw or write. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The Virtual drawing board which is a Computer based Vision System which is used to draw on screen by detecting the motion of 
index finger with the camera. Virtual Drawing Board will be a highly scalable, Virtual Drawing Board, based on Computer Vision, 
which will work on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Algorithms.  We’ve created a virtual board using AI in python and 
linked it with device camera. Opening the software it will need access to your device’s camera and after selecting colour one can 
draw, write, paint using his/her index finger. The camera detects the position of index finger and calculates the FPS. 
There are various colour options and clear screen option to clear the screen. This will help the user to differentiate and explain in 
better way. It can replace the technique of using other gadgets for drawing on screen. 
We went through various literature papers and found out insights about our topic. Teachers, students and employees can use it in 
their online as well as offline classroom and offices. Cheaper than the usual smart digital boards. Requires less space and nothing 
extra than just our hand to work with. We are using the computer vision techniques of OpenCV to build this application. The project 
can be made even better by adding a multicore module and hand contour recognition. Deep learning of OpenCV is used in order to 
improve hand gesture tracking. When the application is started, the camera will be activated and the user can start writing and 
drawing with simple hand gestures which will be tracked by the camera. The drawing will be simultaneously shown on the output 
window that is the virtual board. We can choose any color of for our choice to draw and also erase and clear the entire screen when 
needed. The painting module is created using OpenCV and python as the best machine learning tools to create an application and 
modules like this. As we give real time webcam data applications like paint in  python use track any object by specific coordinates, 
our finger coordinates in our project and allows the user to write and draw by moving the fingers that is the  
object. The module shows us the demonstration of the image processing versatility of OpenCV. The extraction of air-writing 
trajectories captured by a single web camera is proposed with an effective hand tracking method. The ultimate objective is to 
develop an application for computer vision and machine learning that supports human-computer interaction (HCI), also known as 
man-machine interaction (MMI), which refers to the relationship between the person and the computer or more specifically the 
machine.  

II. METHODOLOGY/EXPERIMENTAL  
We have used python for implementing this project and various modules and libraries such as OpenCV, numpy, Mediapipe. 
Few requirements for the system : 
1) Hardware: Minimum hardware requiremented to execute the system is Intel I5 Processor, 4gb RAM, 1gb storage and a 

working web camera. 
2) Software: Windows 10 OS, Python Programming and OpenC. 
We have integrated the mediapipe system. The system uses mediapipe to track hands by first identifying hand landmarks and then 
determining locations in accordance with those landmarks. The stages of the system are that we open the webcam device using the 
opencv library in Python.   
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Next the webcam begins reading and recording the video frame by frame and sends each frame to the handDetector class, which 
uses the findHand() method to track or detect the positions of fingers. After that each frame is compared to mediapipe hand 
landmarks, finger positions are determined using the findPositions() method of the handDetector class and which finger is opened 
using the fingersUp() method. Therefore, this system will detect the user's hand and monitor the fingers to draw or erase on the 
screen. 
 

III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The motive behind this software is to resolve issues caused while online teaching and in other fields. This will help user to easily 
draw, write, paint and learn in a different way. As it is easy to use and also beginner friendly people of all age group can use it and 
learn new technology using AI. We’ve created it with many colour options so the user has many options. We are learning to add 
various other features which will make this software more interactive and easy to use. 

 
 

 
 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 
We can introduce this software with online meet platforms like google meet and zoom thus making it easier for students, teachers to 
make notes and explain the concept better with this tool. It can be introduced to preschool and other teaching industries to make 
learning fun and easier. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Resolving all the difficulties faced by user in online teaching mode and making it easy to draw on screen just by motion of your 
index finger. User can choose their colours and draw whatever they want. It can be used in pre schools to teach children basic 
alphabet and numbers, which will make their learning more interesting. One can present their presentation and explain it well using 
this software. Teachers can use it in google meets and explain the concepts better.  
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